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THE DO AUXILIARY-1400 to 1450 

To set up the least inventive of all poets, John Lydgate, as the 
innovator of anything requires almost more audacity than I am 
willing to admit and almost less judgment than I hope I possess. 
Yet a fairly thorough search through the printed remains of English 
writers of Lydgate's day and earlier emboldens me to make the 
statement that the Monk of Bury has left the first recorded frequent 
use of the unambiguous do auxiliary in English. 

The abundance of do present and past indicatives in Lydgate's 
Temple of Glas was noticed, for the first time, by Courmont.1 The 
restriction of this investigation to a single and unusually short poem 
of Lydgate's led its author into several absurd generalizations and 
into many complete misstatements in regard to Lydgate's use of 
the do periphrastic tenses. It prevented him, too, from recognizing 
the significance, so far as historical grammar is concerned, of Lyd- 
gate's employing the construction twenty-one times in a poem of 
only one thousand four hundred and three lines. This is not the 
place to correct Courmont's misstatements in detail; but disregarding 
his work both as incorrect and as insufficient, I shall make, first of 
all, a very general but quite true statement of Lydgate's use of the 
do auxiliary. 

In his long poems Lydgate frequently employs the do auxiliary. 
In the ,Esop there are twenty examples of this construction; in the 
Temple of Glas, twenty-one; in the Troy Book (11. 1-4000), thirteen; 
in Resoun and Sensuallyte (11. 1-4100), thirty; in the Pilgrimage of 
the Life of Man (11. 1-4000), twenty; in the Secrees of Olde Philosoffres 
(11. 1-1491), seventeen. Furthermore, the construction appears in 
forty-five of the sixty-eight short poems printed in MacCracken's 
Minor Poems of Lydgate. It is found as frequently as thirteen times 
in the three hundred and seventy-seven lines of A Seying of the 
Nightingale (pp. 221 ff.). None of the poems in this collection in 

1 Studies on Lydgate's Syntax in The Temple of Glas (Biblioth8que de la Facult6 
des Lettres UniversitM de Paris). Paris, 1912. 
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190 JAMES FINCH ROYSTER 

which the do auxiliary is not found is longer than one hundred and 
ninety-two lines.' 

Beyond this general statement, I wish to call attention at this 
time to three especially interesting points in regard to Lydgate's use 
of the do auxiliary. 

In the first place, if Lydgate's Esop is to be given a date as early 
as 1387,2 the twenty examples of the do auxiliary in this short col- 
lection of poems3 fix his use of it far ahead of that of any other writer 
I have read. Lydgate is here using the periphrastic do not "during 
the generation" following Chaucer,4 but in the middle of Chaucer's 
great period. We shall have, then, either to explain away the early 
date of the XEsop or to recognize the unusualness of Lydgate's form 
of expression in this poem. 

In the second place, The Serpent of Division is the only well- 
authenticated work of Lydgate of any length in which the do auxil- 
iary is not used. This fact need not, however, raise any new doubt 
about Lydgate's authorship of this prose translation; for, although 
I have not carried the particular inquiry far enough to say conclu- 
sively whether the prose form is responsible for this exception or not, 
I am strongly of the opinion that the do auxiliary was admitted first 
into poetry. Such a difference between prose and poetry is clearly 
seen, for example, in the work of John Capgrave, a clerical resident 
of Lynn, Norfolk, in the second quarter of the fifteenth century. 
In Capgrave's verse Life of St. Katharine the do auxiliary is found 
as frequently as it is found in Lydgate's verse; while in his prose 
Lives of St. Augustine and St. Gilbert, of practically the same date 
as the Life of St. Katharine, it occurs but four times in one hundred 
and forty-two pages. 

In the third place, the do auxiliary is so characteristic of the well- 
authenticated poetry of Lydgate-in poems of any considerable 
length, of course-that those scholars who are busily engaged in 
assigning this and that poem of unknown authorship to him must 

1 Misericordia8 Domini, pp. 71 if. The absence of the construction in a short poem 
is, of course, of no consequence. 

2 Shick, Lydgate's Temple of Glas, p. xcix. 
3 There are no differences in this particular between the text of this poem printed 

by Sauerstein in Anglia, XI, and that printed by Zupitza in Archiv, 85. 
' Courmont's statement, op. cit., pp. 78-79. 
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THE "Do" AUXILIARY-1400 TO 1450 191 

take account of it. Yet in none of the attempts to establish Lyd- 
gate's authorship or to take away from him traditionally assigned 
authorship has the presence or the absence of do periphrastic tenses 
been considered. The construction will, I shall show later, easily 
separate Chaucer's and Lydgate's work; or Lydgate's and Hoc- 
cleve's; but it will not, of course, determine between a composition 
of Lydgate and one of a fifteenth-century neighbor of his. 

The almost complete absence of the do auxiliary in Lydgate's 
"deare maister" has been stated with varying degrees of uncertainty 
by Dietze,' by Kenyon,2 and by Courmont in the work already 
berated. Dietze, unfortunately concerned only with Chaucer's prose, 
finds no example of the do auxiliary in the only work of Chaucer's 
he examined, the Tale of Melibeus. Kenyon cites six examples from 
Chaucer.3 He admits the possibility that none of these, except 
B 3622 and B 3624,4 is auxiliary. By a generosity of interpretation 
between the causative and the auxiliary use of do I am quite willing 
to consider all of these examples auxiliaries, and I should like to add 
to Kenyon's list a case of certain causative use: 

This Nicholas no lenger wolde tarie 
But doth ful softe unto his chambre carie 
Bothe mete and drinke for a day or tweye (A 3410). 

It was quite necessary that Nicholas himself "carie bothe mete and 
drinke" to his room; for, had he caused an agent to perform the 
work, his deception would probably have been discovered. Cour- 
mont, however, finds in Chaucer but one instance of the do auxiliary: 
B 3624. 

May I insert here an illustration of the difference between the 
certain and the ambiguous use of the do auxiliary ? In regard to the 
causative function of do in That doth me flee5 there can be no doubt. 
There can be as little doubt, on the other hand, about the auxiliary 
use of do in this sentence: But dredef an dob awake.6 But when we 

1 Das Umschreibende Do in der neuenglischen Prosa, Jena, 1895, p. 14. 
2 The Syntax of the Infinitive in Chaucer (Publications of the Chaucer Society, 1909 

for 1905), pp. 154 ff. 

aCanterbury Tales, B 3622, B 3624, D 853; Book of the Duchess, 753; House of 
Fame, II, 528; Troilus and Criseyde, IV, 880. 

4In his Essay on Chaucer's Language and Versification (p. xcv, note 35, Vol. I of his 
edition of the Canterbury Tales) Tyrwhitt called attention to these two cases. 

5 House of Fame, 610. 6 Temple of Glas, 672. 
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192 JAMES FINCH ROYSTER 

read in Chaucer's translation of Boethiusl: and though he do ere 
his feldes plentivous with an hundred oxen, we cannot say whether the 
the action is indirect (he had the ploughing done) and therefore 
causative or direct and consequently auxiliary. If the decision 
seems at first glance easily in favor of causative use here,2 bear in 
mind the expression of direct action in Alfred's translation of the 
same sentence (and beah he erige his land mid Pusend sula) and in 
the Latin original (Ruraque centeno scindat opima boue). Many 
examples of this sort of ambiguity, where it is difficult to determine 
whether it is the intention of the author to express direct or indi- 
rect action, may be cited from Chaucer: some of them have been 
cited. Such ambiguous cases in Chaucer have, however, little 
significance historically, for they may be found even more frequently 
than in Chaucer as early as the Havelock and Floris and Blanche- 
fleur. 

If the easy-going Chaucer practically did not use the con- 
struction at all, we should not be disappointed if we fail to find it 
in the work of the prim and moral Gower. Gower does not use the 
do auxiliary. The homely but frozen language of the authors of 
Piers the Plowman has it not.3 Dietze4 furnishes me with the infor- 
mation that no case of it occurs in Wyclif's Gospel of John; nor have 
I found one in his sermons. John Trevisa's translation of Higden's 
Polychronicon (1387) shows no example in Book II (138 pages). 
It is not found in the West Midland Alliterative Poems (about 
1375).5 In the twenty or more books of Barbour's Bruce (about 
1375) the do auxiliary does not appear. The romances before 1400, 
whose syntax is as fixed as that of the conservatives in language 
grouped above, furnish only an occasional instance: Joseph oj 
Arimathie, one; Sir Ferumbras, one. 

Passing from these compositions of the last half of the fourteenth 
century, representing all the dialects, to writers on the turn of the 

1 Book III, Metrum 3. 
2 A footnote in the Globe Chaucer translates: "have his fields plowed." 
3 Unless A VIII, 164 be an example: 

And so bileeue I lelly - (vr lord forbeode hit elles!) 
Dat pardoun and penaunce" and preyers don sauen 

Soules Jat han sunget. 
4 Op. cit., p. 14. 
6 With the exception of: quat on dots mene (Pearl, 293). 
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century and after 1400, I list as frequent users of the do auxiliary, 
in addition to Lydgate: John Myre, the author of Instructions for 
Parish Priests and the Festial (Shropshire, 1400-1420); John Cap- 
grave (Norfolk, about 1440); Oswald Bokenam (Suffolk, 1443); 
John Audelay (Shropshire, early fifteenth century); the writer of 
Torrent of Portugal (perhaps Northeast Midland, after 1400). 

One is immediately struck with the fact that all of these compo- 
sitions, not chosen and grouped at random, are from the Midland 
district. Two certainly, three probably, are from the East Midland, 
the district of Lydgate's birthplace, Newmarket, and of his long 
residence, Bury St. Edmunds. The geographical unity of these 
compositions in which the do auxiliary is frequently used will be of 
more interest when I make the statement that Lydgate's London- 
born-and-bred contemporary, Hoccleve, shuns the do auxiliary. 
As interesting from a dialectical standpoint as is Hoccleve's avoid- 
ance of the construction, I seriously doubt the sufficiency of this 
single piece of evidence to push a conclusion that the do auxiliary 
was not in use in the London language of Hoccleve's time. His 
failure to employ do periphrastic tenses may be accounted for by his 
conservatism. He may have been consciously following the 
"maister" more closely than Lydgate did. Unfortunately there 
is no other record to search.1 

The dialectical importance of this evidence grows in the face 
of the fact that in the Northern dialect of Lydgate's day the do 
auxiliary is sparingly found when it is found at all. In two thousand 
lines of the Thornton MS2 there is no instance of it; in all of the 
York Plays, but four; in the whole of the Townley Plays, but seven.3 

1 There is but little poetical material, too, from the South at this period to examine. 
The Tale of Beryn uses the do auxiliary fairly frequently. The Vita S. Etheldredae 
Eliensis (Horstmann, Altenglische Legenden, p. 282), from Wiltshire about 1420, has 
twelve examples in its one thousand, one hundred and thirty-one lines. This is signifi- 
cant in view of the statement that today in the southwestern dialects the periphrastic 
do form has "practically taken the place of the simple form of the verb" (N.E.D.). 

2 As printed by Horstmann, Altenglischen Legenden, pp. 407, 454. 

3 The large number of imperatives formed with do plus a verb in both the York and 
Townley Plays do not come into the count (for example, Do make the redy; Townley, 
p. 44, 1. 138). If the majority of these do's are not still exclamatory, they surely are of 
exclamatory origin. The origin of this construction should be clearly separated from that 
of the do plus infinitive periphrastic present and past indicative. 
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194 JAMES FINCH ROYSTER 

The farther north we go, the fewer do auxiliaries we find. In Middle 
Scots' the do auxiliary does not exist in the period 1400 to 1450. 

The absence of the do auxiliary in the language of fifteenth- 
century Northern writers is evidence confirmatory, it seems to me, 
of the claim that the causative do had a large share in bringing about 
the general use of the auxiliary do. This theory of origin was 
timidly suggested by Mditzner2 (1867) as an alternative theory of 
growth out of the do pro-verb. Dietze3 (1895) denied the theory of 
causative origin. He contended that the origin of auxiliary do is 
to be found in the "stellvertretendes" do. The writer of the do 
article in the New English Dictionary quite carelessly follows Dietze's 
explanation, despite the fact that to the history of the construction 
from the beginning of the Old English period to the end of the Middle 
English period Dietze devotes only ten scant pages.4 In this impor- 
tant period of the actual rise and spread of the construction Dietze 
did no reading. With the slight exception of the prose Merlin (1450- 
60), he jumps from Chaucer to Caxton. Of necessity, his evidence 
is wholly insufficient, and his conclusions are worthless. 

Kenyon5 revived the theory of causative origin, though with 
a feeling of sufficiently proper uncertainty as to make him add as 
a contributory cause for the spread of the construction the frequent 
Middle English use of do with a noun (doth hem cure) without form 
distinction from the verb in the fifteenth century. In support of the 
contention that causative do at least influenced the growth of auxiliary 
do he cites a large number of instances from Chaucer in which 
causative leten, too, has been weakened into a mere auxiliary. As 
a further parallel, there should be added the reduction of Old French 
faire to an auxiliary (Soz le genoil li fait le pie trouchier).6 

1 There is one example in The King's Quair; one in three thousand lines of Wyn- 
toun's Chronicle; none in Book I of Ratis Raving; none in Rauf Coilyear. In regard to 
the use of the do auxiliary in modern Scotch, see Murray, Dialect of the Southern Counties 
of Scotland, pp. 215-16. 

2 Englische Grammatik, II, 62. 

a Op. cit., p. 10. 

a The N.E.D. is indefinite, or safely general, in fixing the time of the entrance of 
the construction into general use: "It is more frequent in M.E. [than it was in O.E.], 
but became especially frequent after 1500." 

5 Op. cit., pp. 156 ff. 
6 Tobler, Vermischte Beitrdge zur franz6sischen Grammatik (erste Reihe), pp. 20 ff. 
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Still greater support is given the theory of causative origin by 
the facts just established in regard to the dialectical distribution of 
the auxiliary do in the first half of the fifteenth century. The 
absence of the do auxiliary in the Northern dialect is almost certainly 
due to the important fact that, in the late fourteenth century and 
in the fifteeth century, do was not used as a causative in the North. 
In the North gar,' not do, was the common causative. Wherever 
gar flourishes and causative do is not generally used, do as an auxiliary 
does not appear. And there are cases, too, where gar,2 following the 
same development that do underwent farther south, has been weak- 
ened into an auxiliary. Notice in this instance the periphrastic 
form of the verb in one clause and the simple form in the second 
clause; Bruce is the subject of both verbs; and one action is no 
more indirect than the other: 

And seyne gert brek doune the vall 
And fordid [well and] castel al.3 

The dialectical distribution of the do auxiliary in the fifteenth 
century has some bearing upon the question of the authorship of 
Fragment B of the Romaunt of the Rose. Fragment B contains a 
sufficient number of do auxiliaries to put it out of the Chaucer canon, 
even if there were no other indications of un-Chaucerian authorship. 
Disregarding this evidence, Skeat chose to attach so much importance 
to the presence of Northern forms in B that he suggested King James 
as the author.4 But King James is still sufficiently Scotch to avoid 
in his Quair5 the do auxiliary so common in B. The combination of 
twenty-two do auxiliaries with a few Northern forms that might have 
been at home in the Midland dialect above London suggests some 
Midland writer of the fifteenth century as responsible for the present 

1 Make, too, was used as a causative in the North in the fifteenth century. The 
distribution of causatives is as follows in the York Plays: do, 3 (one a formula, do . 
to witte); make, 13; gar, 21; in the Townley Plays: do, 3; make, 16; gar, 27. Barbour, 
however, uses no do causative and make as a causative but twice, against seventy-one 
cases of gar. in Books I to XI of the Bruce. Ratis Raving uses gar almost exclusively. 
In the Midland dialect of the fifteenth century, as auxiliary do gained ground, causative 
do gradually receded; Lydgate still uses it, however. 

2 In Barbour, for example. 
3 Bruce, IX, 322-23. See also Bruce, IV, 77; VI, 403; VIII, 172; VIII, 189; 

IX, 247; X, 227; An Alphabet of Tales, 23, 27; 44, 3; York Plays, 177, 171-73. 
4 Chaucer Canon, pp. 84-89. 
s With one exception: 1. 84. 
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form of this part of the Romaunt. Resting upon the similarity 
between Fragment B and Lydgate in the use of the do auxiliary, 
I am in no wise tempted to assign him the authorship of this orphaned 
B fragment. Were I so tempted, however, I should not be the first 
to make this claim, for J. Lange years ago' put Lydgate forward as 
a candidate. Whatever are the uncertainties of Lange's theory of 
authorship for Fragment B, his contention is far more reasonable 
than Skeat's suggestion of King James. 

Finally, I do not count too much upon the occurrence or the 
non-occurrence of any single form or of any single construction in 
fixing an author's style. I do maintain, however, that the distinction 
between the use or the non-use of the do auxiliary is a far more 
important distinction in language than are a number that have been 
set up as rigid tests. 

JAMES FINCH ROYSTER 
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 

I Englische Studien, XXIX 
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